Welcome to the Nation Safe Drivers Titanium Protection

24 hour emergency towing service:
Your vehicle may be towed to the destination of your choice

24 hour emergency road service:
You are covered for emergency road service throughout the U.S. and Canada

24 Hour essential fluids and supplies delivery:
Includes delivery of gasoline, water, oil or any supplies necessary to send you on your way. We pay for the delivery. You pay for the cost of the fluids or supplies

24 hour flat tire assistance:
We will change your flat tire with your good spare

24 hour emergency battery assistance:
All of our trucks are capable of jumpstarting your dead battery and tightening cables as needed

24 hour lockout service:
Whether you locked your keys in the car or your keys are lost or damaged, we will send out a locksmith to help you out

Windshield Repair Protection

➤ Front windshield repair of chips and cracks caused by propelled rocks or road hazard debris while driving on public roads, streets and highways.

➤ Won’t increase your vehicle insurance premiums if used

➤ At your convenience repairs can be done at the dealership, home or office

Tire & Wheel Protection

Flat Tire Coverage:
You will be reimbursed for the full amount of charges incurred for the repair of flat tires caused by a road hazard.

Tire Replacement:
Reimbursement is provided should the tire become non-repairable due to impact leads, snags, cuts, punctures, or other road hazards.

Wheel/Rim Protection:
Reimbursement is provided for expenses arising out of the repair or replacement of wheels rendered unserviceable due to failure of the wheel covered under your contract.

Mounting/Balancing and Taxes:
Reimbursement is provided for the cost of mounting and balancing for any tire covered by your agreement. We will absorb the cost of all local and state taxes, where applicable, as required as part of covered repair.

Paintless Dent Repair

(Dent & Ding)
Developed for the automotive industry by automotive manufacturing teams utilizing special tools and techniques to push dented metal back to its original form. This process permanently removes dings and minor dents without harming a vehicle’s factory finish

Whenever you are driving, you will enjoy the secure feeling of knowing that you are protected by the Nation Safe Drivers Titanium Protection Package.

Fast response and excellent service are just two reasons why millions of motorists rely on Nation Safe Drivers for on-the-road protection.

Protect Your Investment

*Please see your contract for specific terms & conditions.